Weatherby Orion Sporting 20ga 30"

Versatile and adaptable, the Orion Sporting is fit with a four-way adjustable comb that greatly assists in making the shotgun come to shoulder perfectly each and every time. The Sporting’s longer 30” barrels make for a much more deliberate swing and are ported to help reduce recoil and aid in transitioning to a second clay target. The vented rib helps dissipate heat and optical distortion when shooting volume climbs, and a fiber optic bead glows bright in the sunlight. Automatic ejectors kick spent hulls from the chambers, and the extended and knurled chokes are easily swapped depending on target presentation. Built to crush clays, this Orion Sporting is a 20 gauge.

Glock 19 Gen5 9mm

The GLOCK 19 Gen5 pistol in 9mm Luger is ideal for a more versatile role due to its reduced dimensions. The new frame design without finger grooves still allows you to instantly customize its grip to accommodate any hand size by mounting the different backstraps. The reversible magazine catch and ambidextrous slide stop lever make it ideal for left and right-handed shooters. The rifling and the crown of the barrel were slightly modified for increased precision.

Traeger Ironwood 650 Grill

Take your outdoor cooking to the next level with the Ironwood 650 grill. Loaded with upgraded features, it’s built to deliver superior flavor every time. Double-sidewall insulation maintains steady heat levels to give you even more consistent results, while Super Smoke Mode lets you amp up the wood-fired flavor with the press of a button.

Custom 1911 Pistol

If you are looking for a unique 1911 to add your collection, this may be the one for you. This custom-engraved Tisas Zig M1911 pistol is truly one-of-a-kind! Gun and custom engraving donated by Damage Factory.

Ruger American Predator

The Ruger American Predator rifle offers the following features: Ruger Marksman Adjustable trigger offers a crisp release with a pull weight that is user adjustable between 3 and 5 pounds, allowing shooters to make that perfect shot; ergonomic, lightweight synthetic stock designed for quick, easy handling blends a classic look with modern forend contouring and grip serrations; soft rubber buttpad is crafted for maximum recoil reduction; the one-piece, three-lug bolt with 70° throw provides ample scope clearance and utilizes a full diameter bolt body and dual cocking cams for smooth, easy cycling from the shoulder; patented Power Bedding, integral bedding block system positively locates the receiver and free-floats the barrel for outstanding accuracy; factory-installed, one-piece Picatinny scope base; outstanding accuracy helps make every hunt a success; and heavier tapered, threaded barrel with factory-installed thread protector is cold hammer-forged, resulting in ultra-precise rifling that provides exceptional accuracy and longevity.
Custom CZ Pistol P10m

CZ-USA has announced a new concealed carry pistol with the much anticipated micro-compact P-10 M pistol release. This gun has everything people love about CZ pistols while being engineered explicitly for flawless concealed carry. The first thing most people notice about the P-10 M is its completely smooth appearance. Featuring an internal slide stop, there are no controls or levers on either side of the gun other than the magazine release. This helps prevent any part of the pistol from snagging on clothing during the draw, ensuring the P-10 M will be ready and deployed when needed. The P-10 M is also a snap to disassemble for cleaning. Remove the take-down pin from the frame, and the slide comes right off. Since self-defense situations can arise at any time or place, the P-10 M comes standard with a set of robust 3-dot sight. One-of-a-kind!

Custom CZ Pistol P10c

It may have taken a while to come to market, but we feel the wait has been worth it. With CZ reliability, engineered ergonomics and a bevy of features both familiar and new, the P-10 is the complete package. One-of-a-kind!

Custom Cerakote finish and custom engraving donated by Sovereign Armory.

Guided Fly Fishing Trip

This guided, two-person trip is a “Walk and Wade” day trip along the Front Range with a Golden Fly Shop guide. The winner can upgrade the trip to a “Float” trip for an additional $150, or a Private Water Trip for an additional $200.

Donated by Golden Fly Shop.

The Phoenix—Rimfire Suppressor

Manufactured entirely from 6061-T6 aerospace aluminum and features Phoenix Weaponry’s Delta Monocore design for superior weight reduction and rapid heat dissipation. The suppressor can quickly be disassembled into 3 parts to be cleaned, inspected and reassembled. Precision machining means there are no O-rings or wearable parts that will fail or need to be replaced. Winner is responsible for $200 federal transfer tax and can upgrade to any other suppressor they carry.

Generously donated by Phoenix Weaponry.

Custom Weatherby SA-08 20ga

The SA-08 Semi-Auto Shotgun comes with a durable synthetic stock that is impervious to wet weather. Based on Weatherby's dependable dual-valve gas-operated system, with a chrome-plated bolt, that cycles 2-3/4” and 3” shells smoothly without binding or jamming. A CNC-machined aircraft-grade alloy receiver significantly reduces the shotgun's weight, making it one of the lightest shotguns on the market; factory swivel studs provide the option to carry gun to and from the field with a sling. A vent-ribbed barrel with a single brass bead front sight allows instant target acquisition and fluid swinging. The Weatherby SA-08 Semi-Auto Shotgun comes with 3 screw-in choke tubes (F, M, and IC); threads accept optional Weatherby choke tubes. A drop out trigger assembly allows rapid field disassembly, and the chrome-lined barrel cleans effortlessly. One-of-a-kind piece!

Gun, custom camo Cerakote finish and custom engraving donated by Sovereign Armory.